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where any external singularities are in question;
closely scrutinizing his apparent motives, lest he
should be prompted to his more than ordinary reli-
gious observances, and be kept from participating
in the licentious pleasures of a dissipated age, not so
much by a vigorous principle of internal holiness, as
by a fear of lessening himself in the good opinion of
the stricter circle of his associates, or of suffering
even in the estimation of the world at large, by vio-
lating the properties of his assumed character.
To those who, in the important particular which
we have been so long discussing, wish to conform
themselves to the injunctions of the word parting
of God, we must advise a laborious watch- counsel to
fulness,    a   jealous   guard,  a   close  and **f** w^°.
frequent   scrutiny of   their   own   hearts, ^Lpas^m
that they may not mistake their real cha- under due
racter, and too late find themselves to have regulation.
been mistaken, as to what they had conceived to
be their  governing motives.    Above all, let them
labour, with humble prayers for the Divine assist-
ance,  to  fix in themselves a deep, habitual, and
practical sense of the excellence of "that honour
which  cometh   from  God,"   and of the compara-
tive worthlessness of all earthly estimation and pre-
eminence.   In truth,  unless the affections  of the
soul be thus predominantly engaged on the side of
heavenly, in preference to that of human, honour,
though we  may have relinquished the pursuit of
fame, we shall not have acquired that firm contex-
ture of mind, which can bear disgrace and shame
without yielding to the pressure.   Between these
two states, the disregarding of fame, and the bear-
ing of disgrace, there is a wide interval; and he who,
on a sober review of his conduct and motives, finds
reason to believe he has arrived at the one, must

